Publication #461 – Feb. 23, 1979. TEACHING OF FRED WRIGHT!

"It is by no means enough to believe that Jesus came in fallen SINFUL flesh back in His incarnation in Bethlehem, but that He comes AGAIN into the SAME fallen SINFUL flesh and blood TODAY! In other words, as E.J. WAGGONER affirms, in the NEW BIRTH experience the miracle of the incarnation is repeated. Therefore the Christian is once again CHRIST dwelling in SINFUL flesh. This is to say...(BLAH! BLAH! BLAH!)" p.2. NEWSLETTER, Dec. 31, 1971. (Presented at the infamous California campmeeting with that memorable picture on p.3, FALL 1971.)
He is absolutely RIGHT - that this is what FRED WRIGHT lifted out of PANTHEISM that ROBERT J. WIELAND and HUDSON like as much as the LEADERS did in 1903. Which fully surfaced in 1905. They could take NO REPROOF from SR. WHITE and turned against her. They started with "I AM SAVED!" Puffed up in their fleshly minds. The OPIATE of BABYLON! It is their favorite drink also. Rocked to sleep in the cradle of carnal security. From that starting point they go on to being EQUAL with Christ. AS SATAN DID IN HEAVEN!

PERSONS WILL ARISE: "...pretending to be Christ...They will perform (Wright in 1978) wonderful MIRACLES of HEALING, and (Samuel Roberts) will profess to have REVELATIONS from Heaven contradicting the TESTIMONY of the Scriptures...

KENNETH H. WOOD CONTRADICTS THIS: "As the CROWNING ACT in the great drama of deception, (the Maxwell book) Satan...will MANIFEST HIMSELF among men as a MAJESTIC BEING of dazzling brightness...he heals the diseases...THIS IS THE STRONG, almost overwhelming DELUSION...the MULTITUDES from the least to the greatest, give heed to these SORceries, saying: This is THE GREAT POWER OF GOD." 1884 GC 442-3. GC 624-5.

KENNETH WOODS singles out THAT PAGE to make it of non-effect. So that this people - of all people on Earth are SITTING DUCKS to the coming masterful DELUSIONS that will sweep all into their net - except those FIRMLY GROUNDED in the TRUTH. Who have the BOLDNESS to say in the face of THREATENED DEATH:

"THIS IS THE GREAT POWER OF SATAN-!!!"  
Do you think that Adventists will be able to do that - in the face of the MOBS who are going WILD with ENTHUSIASM-???

LET US DEAL WITH THE FACTS - and not wishful thinking. And the FACTS are - (and we ought to know something about it after seven years of experience) - the FACTS are that the MAXWELL BOOK - calling for this ANTICHRIST to come - has been met with such WILD ENTHUSIASM by the Adventist Church - so much so that it was passed by the GENERAL CONFERENCE and all book committees - every local conference and Church around the World - and the Adventist people as individuals - EN MASSE-!!! As a united BLOC!
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WE HAVE LETTERS BY THE SCORE:

Those who could not ENDORSE the MAXWELL BEDTIME STORY BOOK - were tongue-tied and SILENT! NO PERSECUTION YET - and they were SILENT! The Last Message is NOT going to be given in SILENCE! But "CRY ALOUD AND SPARE NOT!"

Spare neither their REPUTATION nor their LIVES! "SPARE NOT!" "But the Spirit of God came upon them as it came upon ELIJAH, moving him to REBUKE the sins of a wicked King and an apostate people...FEARLESS OF CONSEQUENCES...!!!" GC 606. (424.)

THAT IS A SIGN OF THE HOLY SPIRIT’S WORKING

"BOLDLY will men of God’s appointment (Certainly not Wilson’s appointment!) DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.

"...in the hour of greatest peril, the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT BE SILENCED!" (They SILENCED many messages but not this one!) (SAME!) PK 187.

WHEN THAT MAXWELL BOOK CAME OUT IN 1970 - it was greeted with such WILD ENTHUSIASM it was given away FREE by the semi-trailer truckload. Featured over the two largest TELECAST PROGRAMS to this day! They even featured the GARMENT he is going to WEAR-!!!

ELLEN G. WHITE: "As the CROWNING ACT in the great drama of deception, SATAN HIMSELF will attempt to personate Christ ...in different parts of the Earth, Satan will manifest himself as a MAJESTIC BEING OF DAZZLING BRIGHTNESS...The glory that surrounds him is UNSURPASSED by anything that mortal eyes have yet beheld...CHRIST HAS COME, CHRIST HAS COME!" 1884 GC 442. GC 624.

1970 - MAXWELL calls for this ANTICHRIST to come.

BUT MAXWELL Writes (And with it gasped his last - 1970): "the GARMENT the coming world leader will wear at his return. Revelation 19:16...NOBODY needs to be AFRAID of a king like this!" (No ROCKS to fall on them?) MAXWELL p.58-9. | - 3 -
"...everybody will CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be SO HAPPY...their JOY will be overwhelming and UNIVERSAL..." (UNIVERSALISM?) EW 88–92, 262–6.

"In that day of His final triumph it will be UNIVERSALLY recognized that He excels, outclasses, and outshines every leader our WORLD EVER KNEW...SUCH IS THE WORLD LEADER WHO IS COMING TO RULE THE WORLD..."

(The Jewish ONE-WORLDER British Fabian Society hope!) "His LOVE for mankind is LIMITLESS...So this man has told us He will come back to the Earth some day, and His assurance is one of the most precious and comforting promises EVER MADE..." p.61–3. (EMPHASIS throughout these papers - OURS. Do not quote - see ORIGINAL.)

"...this wonderful person...definitely plans to return...to return and FINISH the business on which He embarked when He visited the Earth the FIRST TIME..." p.65.

"He will come...He will come...He will come..." p.70.
"He will come...He will come..." p.71.
"He will come...He will come..." p.72.

"Television, Telestar, telephone, radio, have now made it possible for the good news to be carried instantaneously into every home on Earth..." (When He comes the HOMES will still be there? NO SEVEN LAST PLAGUES? NO GREAT EARTHQUAKE at the Voice of God - LONG BEFORE HE COMES?)

"What will happen when the NEW WORLD LEADER appears? What will the various governments do about it? How will the churches react? What will be the effect on the STOCK EXCHANGE..." p.76.

"It will be like old times to Him. For that is exactly what He did in Palestine long ago...not a single sick person was left behind...NOW HE IS ABOUT TO DO IT AGAIN, on a GLOBAL scale. His coming invasion of the World...Hospitals and convalescent homes will be EMPTIED...Even the worst patients in mental homes will be brought back to SANITY... (Too bad He did not come in time to do it for Maxwell!) ...CURING THE MIND IS HIS SPECIALTY...THOUSANDS upon THOUSANDS will rejoice at His TOUCH upon their poor, confused brains..." p.78.
MORE MAXWELL – THE ADVENTIST INFALLIBLE SAINT

"...not to raise SOME of the dead but ALL the dead..." p.79. (EMPHASIS HIS!) This is TALMUDISM!

"God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes..." (Yes! Watch these people! They even quote the Bible!)

"Part of His master design is FULL EMPLOYMENT...JOBS...The NEW ADMINISTRATION will be building houses and planting vineyards...everybody will be happily employed...no one will be afraid of anything or anybody...The prophet Micah repeated this assurance...EVEN FOREVER!" Isa. 9:7. p.82–3.

"...they will be left out by their OWN choice, NOT HIS...And that's the way it's going to be..." p.84.

"Nor will He separate them by RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, saying, METHODISTS TO THE RIGHT and all others to the LEFT. NO, INDEED." p.85. "The Man the world needs most will soon be HERE. He may even NOW be on His way." p.86.

YOU HANDED THIS BOOK OUT IN 1970 - ???

YOU CALL YOURSELF AN ADVENTIST-???) AND MILLIONS OF OTHERS DID ALSO-???) WENT WILD WITH ENTHUSIASM-??) We were about the ONLY ONES that said a WORD AGAINST IT! NO PLAGUES AND HE MIGHT BE ON HIS WAY-!!! And such GUFF was NOT PROTESTED-???) And passed ALL BOOK COM- MITTEES-???)

"...The MAN who soon will RULE THE WORLD." p.92. (HOW JEWISH CAN YOU GET-???) "He will take over the GOVERNMENT OF OUR WORLD and set up His own KINGDOM...and you can be one of them" p.93. "HARMFUL HABITS which you once thought you never could break will be BROKEN THEN AND THERE. You will SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON...all ready for a place in His KINGDOM...A TOTAL TRANSFORMATION as the REBEL gives up...it must THRILL THE ANGELS!" p.94-5.

"COME, O Man the WORLD needs most! COME and bring an END to all STRIFE and CONFLICT! COME and make WARS CEASE...COM and make ALL SICK PEOPLE WELL AGAIN...COME and RAISE THE DEAD...COME and COMMENCE YOUR REIGN-!!!"

p.96. (THE LAST PAGE!)
WE SAW THIS TREND - THIS JEWISH HOPE - FOR A LONG TIME. WE WONDERED WHY JUST ABOUT NO ONE OBJECTED-!!! HAS THIS BECOME THE RELIGION OF ADVENTISM-??? AND ARE THEY MORE ENTRENCHED THAN EVER-?? SELLING OUT DOWN THE BABYLON RIVER! THE THIRD ANGEL SHOT DOWN! HIS WING IN A SLING-!!!

LAST SEEN ON CRUTCHES!

~~~~~~~~~~~ THE END OF MAXWELL ~~~~~~~~~~~

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 1, 1996

Remember RWANDA? I mean some time ago. MORE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS per CAPITA than any other place on Earth. ADVENTIST killing ADVENTIST. THE CONFERENCE OVER THERE told the other TRIBE to go in the BIG CHURCH for PROTECTION. This no doubt was a TRICK - to get them all in one place. SO THE TUTU (SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS) could kill them ALL! The MAIN ONE and his Son, BOTH ADVENTIST EL-DERS - were the main KILLERS and then ROBDED THE BODIES and came to the U.S.A. with their ILL-GOTTEN GAINS! THE GENERAL CONFERENCE wants everybody to FORGET IT!

BUT GOD DID NOT FORGET IT! IT IS MORE IN THE NEWS NOW THAN IT EVER WAS! THE FIGHTING SPILLED OVER INTO ZAIRE AND FROM ZAIRE INTO RWANDA!


THE DEVIL'S TRAIN

"It seemed that THE WHOLE WORLD was on board...that there COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT. Said the ANGEL, They are binding in BUNDLES ready to BURN." EW 88,263.

ANY HONEST PERSON CAN SEE THE CONTEXT SHOWS - THIS IS IN THE SEALING TIME. EW 89.
NO CHURCH LEADER COULD TEACH, WRITE, OR TAPE THE TRUTH OF SALVATION, OR THE LOUD CRY! THAT IT IS THE OPPOSITE OF THEIR DELUSIONS AND MOCKERY!

TO REPEAT: "IT SEEMED THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD, THAT THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88. (IF, INSTEAD OF INVENTING EVERY KIND OF ARGUMENT TO PROVE THIS TO BE A LIE - WHAT IF WE HUNT SUPPORTING REFERENCES - TO PROVE THIS TO BE TRUE-???) KNOWING FULL WELL THE MAJORITY WILL PREFER THE URIAH SMITH LIES!

LET ME ASK YOU A PERSONAL QUESTION. IS EW 88,263 - THE TRUTH-??? WILL YOU TELL ANYONE - EVEN YOUR OWN FAMILY - THE TRUTH-??? IF NOT - WHY NOT-??? DO YOU NOT KNOW THE TRUTH WILL REMAIN - WHILE THE LIES ARE ALL DEAD-?!?!?!!!? MUST YOU BE DEAD WITH THEM-???

THE LOUD CRY WILL COME "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED - AS THE MIDNIGHT THIEF." GC 491. "Watch and pray: for ye know NOT when the TIME IS." MARK 12:33. GC 490. (READ THIS PAGE KNOWING THERE IS MUCH MORE THAN A CASUAL ONCE-OVER WILL NOT REVEAL!)

"The FORMS of RELIGION will be CONTINUED by a people from whom the Spirit of GOD has been FINALLY WITHDRAWN!" GC 615. "...they will not RECOGNIZE the Work of GOD when THE LOUD CRY...shall be heard." TM 300. "...will, under one PRETEXT or another - GO OUT FROM US...THEN will the Message of the THIRD ANGEL SWELL TO A LOUD CRY!" T6:401. "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE - that ye be not partakers of her SINS - and that ye RECEIVE NOT OF HER PLAGUES." 1884 GC 421. REV. 18:1,2,4. "SATAN...appeals to the REASON by the presentation of ELEVATING THEMES - he delights the fancy with ENRAPURING SCENES - and he DELIGHTS THE AFFECTIONS BY HIS ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF LOVE AND CHARITY!" GC 554. "LOVE is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE OF GOD...GOD'S JUSTICE, HIS DENUNCIATION OF SIN, THE REQUIREMENTS OF HIS HOLY LAW, are all kept OUT OF SIGHT! GC 558. (SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER!) "it is IMPOSSIBLE, in their own strength - to break away from the BEWITCHING, ALLURING SPELL. Nothing but the POWER OF GOD..." GC 558.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 3, 1996
JULIA E. WRIGHT, P.O. Box 232, Orting, WA 98360 - in her publication LAST DAY MESSAGES, Vol. 11, MAY/JUNE 1990, No. 3 - sent to me just a few weeks ago by Lucius & Mattie Spaulding, P.O. Box 1113, Safford, AZ 95548-1113.

PROMISE KEEPERS, Publication #727, Dec. 12, 1995. (Pink cover. 70 pages.) Picture on cover - three young men praying in the Spirit. In that Publication #727, we replied to JULIA E. WRIGHT and VANCE FERRELL and their SINFUL FALLEN NATURE of Christ from p.49 to the END! We also met the SINFUL FALL-EN GANG in THE LAYWORKER SPECIAL, Publication No. 461, Feb. 23, 1979. (Reprinted April 1996.) (You should be able to get a copy from the shop - 20 miles south. See p.25,50.)

Apparently the WHITE NIGGERS and BLACK TRASH such as FRED WRIGHT obtained this BLASPHEMY from E.J.WAGGONER and VANCE FERRELL claims it is there HUNDREDS OF TIMES! We DARE HIM PUBLICLY TO PROVE THAT LIE! He is in danger of COMMITTING THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST! SINFUL got in there when DRUNKEN URIAH SMITH WAS EDITOR - not once when JAMES WHITE WAS EDITOR-!!!

ELLEN WHITE:

"We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the PERFECT SINELESSNESS of the human NATURE of CHRIST." BC 5:1131.


THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 4, 1996

CHRIST TOOK THE NATURE OF MAN! That means He would get TIRED, HUNGRY, WEAK, SLEEPY, EXHAUSTED, APPRECIATE REST, CARE, LOVE, KINDNESS, CONSIDERATION, AGREEMENT, UNDERSTANDING, REPENTANCE.

IT WOULD NOT MEAN that to UNDERSTAND MAN HE WOULD let His HAIR FALL OUT, GO BLIND, DEAF, & DUMB, GIBBERISH IN THE CORNER OF A ROOM, SUFFER THE WORST AND LOWEST THAT MANKIND CAN ENDURE -

TO SATISFY THE APPARENT SADISTIC DEMANDS OF JULIA WRIGHT AND/OR VANCE FERRELL.
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IT WOULD NOT MEAN HE WOULD GET CANCER OR AIDS OR SOME OTHER INCURABLE DISEASE - IF HE HAD THE POWER TO CURE ALL DISEASE - HE COULD RISE ABOVE THE INFIRMITIES OF MAN AND YET RETAIN:

THE NATURE OF MAN!

WHICH HE DID!

PRAISE GOD!

WE REPEAT what we said before. CHRIST COULD (AND DID) retain HIS DIGNITY and yet be fully MAN! HIS GREATEST ENEMIES WERE CHURCH LEADERS! PRIESTS and RABBIS!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 5, 1996

To make a JOB of SMASHING this SINFUL NATURE, we take you to THE GANG OF 40-!!! Publication No. 709, October 6, 1994. (Green Cover.) Starting with p.57. And VANCE FERRELL'S CLAIM that "There are HUNDREDS OF STATEMENTS in the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY about how Christ took the very NATURE that we have - OUR SINFUL NATURE! Then he claims he gives the MOST COMPLETE COLLECTION of the relevant REFERENCES.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 6, 1996

THAT IS 100 LIES-!!! We answered the question in Publication No. 709. We gave you one from BC 5:1131. That was ST June 9, 1898. Look up BC 5:1130 and 1131 and see the LENGTHY DETAILS that this is A MYSTERY! And look up MYSTERIES in any INDEX - and leave MYSTERIES ALONE! Lest ye bite off more than you can chew! WHO DO YOU INTEND TO HONOR OR EDIFY BY PAINTING CHRIST WITH A SINFUL NATURE-???

IF HE HAD NONE-??!!!

THAT ONE REFERENCE THAT HE HAD A SINLESS NATURE WAS FROM BC 5:1131. ST June 9, 1898. We have another: "...taking the NATURE but NOT the SINFULNESS of MAN!" ST May 29, 1901.

THE SCIENCE OF CHRIST BEING A GOD and TAKING ON THE NATURE of MAN is KNOWN AS INCARNATION! AND IS A MYSTERY! SM 1:246,249. NO MAN CAN EXPLAIN. BC 5:1129. SC 106. T5:699. STUDY OF LIFETIME. MYP 253. COL 134. | - 9 -
"We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the perfect SINLESSNESS of the human NATURE OF CHRIST!" SM 1:256. "...and there is not a MAN or WOMAN who may not have access to the same HELP through FAITH IN GOD!" SM 1:409.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 8, 1996

"INCARNATION of Christ...other MYSTERIES too deep for the human mind to EXPLAIN, or even fully to COMPREHEND...MYSTERIES that we cannot FATHOM....!!" SC 106. T5:699. "Be careful, EXCEEDINGLY CAREFUL as to how you dwell upon the HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST. Do not set Him before the people as a man with the propensities of SIN...not for one moment was there in Him an EVIL PROPENSITY...NEVER, in any way, leave the SLIGHTEST IMPRESSION upon human minds that a TAINT OF, OR INCLINATION TO, CORRUPTION RESTED UPON CHRIST, or that He in any way yielded to corruption...He is called THAT HOLY THING. IT IS A MYSTERY...let every human being be WARNED from the ground of making CHRIST altogether HUMAN, such as one as OURSELVES; for it CANNOT BE!" (Letter 8, 1895.) BC 5:1128-9.

"In taking upon HIMSELF man's NATURE in its FALLEN CONDITION, CHRIST DID NOT in the least participate in its SIN...We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the perfect SINLESSNESS of the HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST." BC 5:1131. (ST June 9, 1898.) "Christ is EQUAL with GOD, INFINITE and OMNIPOTENT." GC 5:1135. (ST June 21, 1900.)

THE INDEX gives the ORIGIN OF EVIL as a chapter that should be read. 1884 GC 316-323,355. Your GC 492-504,534. Woman placed in SUBJECTION to man as a result. PP 58-9. (As a result of BELIEVING the DEVIL'S LIE!) But when CHRIST COMES and LIGHTNINGS FLASH and MOUNTAIN CHAINS SINK - RIVERS DRY UP - the WICKED ARE DESTROYED - SATAN FEARS FOR HIS VERY EXISTENCE - they will have no difficulty believing in the DIVINITY OF CHRIST!" See PP 109,110. (UNCONDITIONAL LOVE-???) 1884 GC 488-492. ST 4:514.

LUCIUS and MATTIE SPAULDING, P.O. Box 1113, Safford, AZ 85548-1113. Sent us LAST DAY MESSAGES, Vol. 11, May-June, 1990. No. 3. P.O. Box 232, Orting, WA 98360.

THE 1888 MESSAGE

and

THE HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST
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JULIA E. WRIGHT was for ENDLESS YEARS a PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADER and TYPESETTER. Was it an ACCIDENT that she BOTCHED – BUNGLED – ST 5-29-1901 – the way she did in her PUBLICATION sent to me by the SPAULDINGS! (Without comment!)

A PUBLICATION DESIGNED TO CONVINCE EVERYONE THAT ST 5-29-1901 (SIGNS OF THE TIMES, Book 4, p.182) DOES THAT REFERENCE TEACH THAT CHRIST HAD A SINFUL FALLEN HUMAN NATURE – ??? It does not matter what OTHERS THINK – WHAT DO YOU THINK – ??? AFTER ALL, IT IS YOUR SOUL – DOES SIGNS OF THE TIMES, Book 4, p.182 teach what JULIA E. WRIGHT botched it to TEACH – ??? To suit her MENTOR – VANCE FERRELL – ??? Is this an ACCIDENT or a DELIBERATE DECEPTION – ???

(ON PAGE 12, WE XEROX WHAT JULIA WRIGHT WROTE.) (ON THIS PAGE WE SHOW THE NOTE THAT SR. ANN SENT ME. DO YOU SEE HOW JULIA FIXED UP WHAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE FROM ST 4:182–?????????????????????)

Herm,

Somebody called & told me They had sent a letter to Julia Wright. Letter came back unopened On Envelope (hand written note) refused due to very serious illness.
ST 7-30-1902 - "He (Christ) took upon Him our sinful nature."

ST 5-29-1901 - "...(Christ) taking the nature but the the sinfulness of man."

2). 1 John 4:1-3 - "Beloved, believe not every spirit (person), but try the spirits (persons) whether they are of God: because many false prophets (preachers, teachers) are gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit (person) that confesseth (believes) that Jesus is come in the flesh is of God. And every spirit (person) that confesseth not that Jesus is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is the spirit (attitude) of antichrist, wherefore ye have heard that it should come; and even now is already in the world."

So, the Word of God is telling us three very important things:

1. Every person that believes that Jesus is come in the flesh, or in the fallen, sinful nature of man, is of God.

2. Every person that does not believe that Jesus is come in the flesh, or in the fallen sinful nature of man, is not of God.

3. The person that does not believe that Jesus came in the flesh, or or in the fallen, sinful nature of man, is of the attitude of antichrist.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 10, 1996

We showed how JULIA E. WRIGHT set up what she claims is ST 5-29-1901. Now how would it be if we XEROX that REFERENCE DIRECT FROM ST 5-29-1901-??? (WHICH IS ST BOOK 4:182.)

(THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES

May 29, 1901.

others to disregard the commands of heaven, are under the curse of God. Man’s safety lies in whole-hearted belief in a “Thus saith the Lord.” This is the declaration of truth. Those who from any motive are led away from the truth, to venture into a path of their own choosing, are following a path which will lead them to destruction.

Adam and Eve were given a probation in which to return to their allegiance; and in this plan of benevolence all their posterity were embraced. After the fall, Christ became Adam’s instructor. He acted in God’s stead toward humanity, saving the race from immediate death. He took upon Him the work of mediator between God and man. In the fulness of time He was to be revealed in human form. He was to take His position at the head of humanity by taking the nature but not the sinfulness of man. In heaven was heard the voice, "The Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord."

WHAT WOULD LEAD PEOPLE IN THIS HOUR OF MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - TO BE SO ANXIOUS TO PAINT OUR SAVIOUR WITH A SINFUL NATURE-???. "LIKENESS OF SINFUL FLESH" is not SINFUL FLESH! In the DARK I saw "THE LIKENESS OF A MAN!" But when we turned the LIGHTS ON - it was a MODERN PANTS-WEARING WOMAN! AND SHE HAD NO GUN-!!! SHE WAS HARMLESS! LIKENESS IS NOT REALITY!! NOT AT ALL!

WEBSTER: BEING LIKE. SEMBLANCE. RESEMBLANCE. NOT REALLY.

(TRUTH IS LARGELY A MATTER OF GRAMMAR)

HUGE COURT CASES ARE FOUGHT OVER THE MEANING OF WORDS. "As the TIME comes for the LOUD CRY to be given... ALL WILL BE UNMASKED...THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS HAVE NEVER LISTENED TO WORDS LIKE THESE. IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE TESTIMONY THAT BABYLON IS THE CHURCH, FALLEN ...THE POPULAR MINISTRY, LIKE THE PHARISEES OF OLD,
ARE FILLED WITH ANGER AS THEIR AUTHORITY IS QUESTIONED...THE CHURCH APPEALS TO...THE LAW IS INVOKED...THUS LIGHT IS BROUGHT BEFORE THOUSANDS-!!!" 1884 GC 424-5. GC 606-7. (See the NEXT PAGE - that ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY!) "AS THE STORM APPROACHES...!!!" (ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 11, 1996

"THERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN!" CHRIST'S SINFUL NATURE - PROPAGATED BY VANCE FERRELL and COPY-CATTED BY JULIA E. WRIGHT.

RE-READING OUR BACK PAPERS - WE ARE REMINDED THAT THIS WAS THE TEACHING OF FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT - "The Messenger of Living Righteousness" - (THE BALLENGER SLOGAN as it erupted into HOLY FLESH - March 1972. 24 years ago!)

FRED WRIGHT: "Come the answer did...after we had been de-livered from the CARNAL MIND we still retain the fleshly NATURE and will do so RIGHT THROUGH until the Advent of Christ to give us immortality. This fleshly NATURE has its own CHARACTER and this CHARACTER is SINFUL...We do not have HOLY FLESH and therefore in our flesh are all the UNHOLY POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE." FTW, March 1972. CONFESSIONAL. p.17, 18.

A complete reversal of 17 years of sophistry. The very thing he had been calling the ANTICHRIST! Just to go along with FROOM and the MAXWELL BOOK. How much was he PAID-?? How come that BRINSMead - did the very SAME THING - 60 days later? May 1972.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 12, 1996

1888 - JONES and WAGGONER - Justification or Sanctification - I AM SAVED! Publication No. 312. March 23, 1975. (Re-printed Spring 1995.) We are quoting FROM this REPRINT.

READ THIS - ADVENTIST PREACHER:

"If these MISCHIEVOUS TALKERS are not subjected to CHURCH DISCIPLINE they become CONFIRMED in their EVIL WORK, and God charges the GUILT upon THE CHURCH." RH 2:85. 1886.
ULTRA-HOLINESS FRED AWAKENING WRIGHT - HOLY FLESH!

WHAT HE TAUGHT AT OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA - 1971:

"In other words, E.J.WAGGONER affirms, in the new birth experience the MIRACLE of the INCARNATION is repeated. Therefore the Christian is once again CHRIST dwelling in SINFUL flesh...This is to say...BLAH...BLAH...BLAH..." p.2. NEWSLETTER, December 31, 1971. (25 years ago!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 13, 1996

THIS IS BLASPHEMY! HOLY FLESH! "The things you have described as taking place in INDIANA, the Lord has shown me would take place just before the close of PROBATION!" SM 2:36. "...those who profess HOLINESS, who compare themselves to Christ, as though they were EQUAL with Him in PERFECTION of CHARACTER, THIS IS BLASPHEMY!" RH 2:120. 1887.

THIS IS BLASPHEMY!

FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT: "Thus, between our origin on the human side and His origin on the human side, there is not so much as a hair's breadth of DIFFERENCE. He comes to us exactly where we stand and exactly as we are, and stands there with us, COMPLETELY one of us and one with us." FRED WRIGHT BLASPHEMY. May 1966. p.16. (30 years ago!)

FRED WRIGHT CONFESSIONAL - LOOK FOR IT ALREADY PRINTED! MARCH 1972: "...this CHARACTER is SINFUL...and therefore in our flesh are all the UNHOLY POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE!" FTW, March 1972. p.17,18.

(OF YOU - THIS I DO BELIEVE! BUT NOT OF CHRIST-!!! NEVER!)

HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG

(THese WERE NOT FOUND IN FIVE MINUTES-!!!)

THE PLAIN TRUTH, July 1995. What is that NOISE we heard? HWA turning over in his grave—??!! The young PUNK that sold out—fell for PENTECOSTAL PROMISE KEEPERS! GET THE POWER! SPEAK IN TONGUES! FALL DOWN LAUGHING FOR HOURS! SOBBING—CRYING—FILLING HIS PANTS! IS THAT WHAT HAPPENED—PLAIN TRUTH, July 1995. So he gave up ALL RELIGION—???

NOW PERHAPS THE HWA PEOPLE CAN BE THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL that the Lord comes to GATHER! (SEAL!) ISA. 11:11,12; 56:8. (IF THEY GIVE A SECOND LOOK AT REV. 20:5—9; 22:12.) (NO JW 2ND CHANCE!)

THE WICKED THAT COME UP AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS—(REV. 20:5) HAVE 100 YEARS TO TAKE THE CITY (ISA. 65:19,20) BEFORE THEY GO FOR A SWIM IN THE LAKE OF FIRE! REV. 19:20. THEIR END!

AND AS FOR JULIA WRIGHT WANTING SINFULNESS OF CHRIST!

{See photocopies on the next two pages}
all who profess to present the truth to the world were preaching for the truth and not against it, and if they were men of God guided by His Spirit,—then might we see something cheering amid the prevailing moral darkness. But the spirit of antichrist is prevailing to such an extent as never before. Well may we exclaim: “Help, Lord; for the godly man ceaseth; for the faithful fail from among the children of men.” I know that many think far too favorably of the present time. These ease-loving souls will be engulfed in the general flood. Yet we do not despair. We have been inclined to think that where there are no faithful ministers there can be no true Christians, but this is not the case. God has promised that where the shepherds are not true He will take charge of the flock Himself. God has never made the flock wholly dependent upon human instrumentalities. But the days of purification of the church are hastening on apace. God will have a people pure and true. In the mighty sifting soon to take place we shall be better able to measure the strength of Israel. The signs reveal that the time is near when the Lord will manifest that His fan is in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge His floor. Tl: 352

The days are fast approaching when there will be great perplexity and confusion. Satan, clothed in angel robes, will deceive, if possible, the very elect. There will be gods many and lords many. Every wind of doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered supreme homage to “science falsely so called” will not be the leaders then. Those who have trusted to intellect, genius, or talent will not then stand at the head of rank and file. They did not keep pace with the light. Those who have proved themselves unfaithful will not then be entrusted with the flock. In the last solemn work few great men will be engaged. They are self-sufficient, independent of God, and He cannot use them. The Lord has faithful servants, who in the shaking, testing time will be disclosed.
to view. There are precious ones now hidden who have not bowed the knee to Baal. They have not had the light which has been shining in a concentrated blaze upon you. But it may be under a rough and uninviting exterior the pure brightness of a genuine Christian character will be revealed. In the daytime we look toward heaven but do not see the stars. They are there, fixed in the firmament but the eye cannot distinguish them. In the night we behold their genuine luster.

The time is not far distant when the test will come to every soul. The mark of the beast will be urged upon us. Those who have step by step yielded to worldly demands and conformed to worldly customs will not find it a hard matter to yield to the powers that be, rather than subject themselves to derision, insult, threatened imprisonment, and death. The contest is between the commandments of God and the commandments of men. In this time the gold will be separated from the dross in the church. True godliness will be clearly distinguished from the appearance and tinsel of it. Many a star that we have admired for its brilliancy will then go out in darkness. Chaff like a cloud will be borne away on the wind even from places where we see only floors of rich wheat. All who assume the ornaments of the sanctuary, but are not clothed with Christ’s righteousness, will appear in the shame of their own nakedness.

When trees without fruit are cut down as cumberers of the ground, when (multitudes) of false brethren are distinguished from the true, then the hidden ones will be revealed to view, and with hosannas range under the banner of Christ. Those who have been timid and self-distrustful will declare themselves openly for Christ and His truth. The most weak and hesitating in the church will be as David—willing to do and dare. The deeper the night for God’s people, the more brilliant the stars. Satan will sorely harass the faithful.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 18, 1996

THE PAPER SET UP TO BE PRINTED NOW - Publication No. 730

THE FOURTH ANGEL, May 11, 1996. We ran into an EMERGENCY when we received a COMMUNICATION from the SPAULDINGS, P.O. Box 1113, Safford, AZ 85548-1113.

THE 1888 MESSAGE

and

THE HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST

By JULIA E. WRIGHT. We knew we had our work cut out for us to reply to this EMERGENCY. So to give it WIDER PUBLICITY we decided to set it up as Publication No. 732 - SINFUL NATURE, October 31, 1996. That way we can print TWICE AS MANY and MAIL IT OUT TWICE! If we failed to explain this FULLY BEFORE - we do so NOW-!!! When you will actually SEE THIS remains:

THE $64.00 QUESTION

(ACTUALLY THIS PUBLICATION NO. 732 was entitled NATURE OF CHRIST!) And we began with the 1979 TEACHING OF FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT! He liked SINFUL NATURE! Because he was just an ECHO of the TEACHING OF THE TIME. NO PERSONAL CONVictions - JUST TRYING TO SLIDE IN WITH THE CURRENT TEACHINGS. JUST TO GET A FOLLOWING - nothing else mattered. (EXCEPT HIS WOMEN!) He had CHARISMA OF A SORT. Our ELVIS PRESLEY! Do not know if he could STRUM a GUITAR or not!

THIS PUBLICATION NO. 732


ALSO PROMISE KEEPERS!

Publication No. 727, Dec. 12, 1995. (Pink cover.) p.49 to end. In which we DOCUMENTED VANCE FERRELL - NATURE OF CHRIST, WM No. 553, (p.50.) "There are HUNDREDS OF STATEMENTS in the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY about how Christ took the very NATURE we have - OUR SINFUL NATURE!" WM No. 553. (p.51.)
$2,000 REWARD!

ALRIGHT - VANCE FERRELL - THIS SHOULD BE EASY FOR YOU!
LIST THEM-!!! I will pay you $10.00 for each one-!!! YOU OR
JULIA E. WRIGHT-!!! If you said 100 - that would be 100. If
you said OVER 100 - that could be 150 or more. But you said
there are HUNDREDS! That HAS TO BE OVER 200-!!! At
$10.00 each that is OVER $2,000.00 - !!!

EASY AS FALLING OFF A LOG-!!!
LIST THEM-!!!

$2,000 REWARD-!!!

YOU CAN INCLUDE THOSE FABRICATED BY URIAH SMITH-!!!
YOU CANNOT INCLUDE ROMANS 8:3. KJV.

"LIKENESS OF SINFUL FLESH"

IS NOT

"SINFUL FLESH!"

IT IS TIME SOME PEOPLE HAD AN UNCOMMON ATTACK OF
HONESTY! THE SAME AS DECEIVING MILLIONS THAT THE NAME
- SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST - IS IN ALL OUR MAJOR BOOKS!

OUR COMMISSION:

"I saw the necessity of the MESSENGERS, ESPECIALLY,
WATCHING and CHECKING all FANATICISM wherever they might
see it RISE!" E. W. 63. "Shall we exalt human wisdom and
POINT to finite, changeable, erring men as a dependence in
time of trouble? Or shall we exemplify our faith by our TRUST
in GOD'S POWER REVEALING the NET of FALSE THEORIES,
RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to
catch unwary souls? By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, WE
SHALL BE LIGHTS IN THE WORLD-!!!"

LIGHTS IN THE WORLD!

USING CATHOLIC LAWYERS - close to a MILLION DOLLARS
HOLDING FUND OF TITHE MONEY -
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To throw ADVENTISTS IN THE SLAMMER AND/OR $500.00 per day FINES FOR USING THE NAME SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST! WE TOOK THIS UP IN 1974 STRAIGHT TESTIMONY. CHART OF EVENTS. (LIGHT YELLOW COVER.) p.11.

SDA NAME IN ALL OUR LEADING PUBLICATIONS ???

I THINK IT IS SAFE TO SAY THE NAME - SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST DOES NOT APPEAR IN ONE MAJOR PUBLICATION! WE SHOULD HAVE RAISED A FUND TO IMPEACH - THROW IN THE SLAMMER - THOSE LEGALISTS who have USURPED THE NAME BY BARE-FACED FRAUD-!!! THE NAME - SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST DOES NOT APPEAR (WE WROTE IN 1974) IN:

GC - PP - PK - DA - SC - COL - AA

SEVEN MAJOR BOOKS!

WE NOW ADD SEVEN AND MORE-!!!

MB - ED - MH - CH - CT - GW - LS - EV - SOP

(WE WROTE AT THAT TIME)

IF YOU SHOULD FIND THE NAME IN ONE BOOK

YOU WILL NOT FIND IT IN THE OTHERS-!!!

SO COPYWRITING THE NAME UNDER THE SPECIOUS GUISE THAT ELLEN WHITE USED THAT NAME IS FRAUD, DECEPTION, DECEIT, GUILE, BLUFF, TRICKERY, SWINDLE, FORGERY, HOLLOW MOCKERY, HUMBUG-!!!

THAT IS TO SAY - IN HER MAJOR BOOKS! CAMPMEETING ADDRESSES - LETTERS - THAT IS DIFFERENT! WHAT WE WANT TO EXAMINE HERE IS - WHY DID SHE LEAVE THAT NAME OUT - OF HER MAJOR BOOKS-???

BECAUSE THE LAST PEOPLE OF GOD WOULD NOT BE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS-!!!

SO WHY DO YOU SEVENTH-DAY PREACHERS SUPERIMPOSE THAT NAME WHEN SHE WROTE CHURCH-??? IF SHE DID NOT! (SPEAKING OF THE FUTURE-!!!)

WAS SHE SHORT OF INK-??? THAT'S WHY SHE SAID THERE WOULD BE A SPLIT BETWEEN WISE AND FOOLISH! IS THIS ENOUGH FOR TODAY-???
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 19, 1996

Should we pursue these QUESTIONS further—???

DID CHRIST HAVE A SINFUL NATURE—???

And is the NAME SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST in ALL our MAJOR BOOKS or in NONE OF OUR MAJOR BOOKS—???

I THINK THERE IS A SLIGHT DIFFERENCE—!!! AND SHOULD WE PURSUE THE SUBJECT — WHY IS THERE A DIFFERENCE—???

WHY DID SHE NOT — NOT — NOT put the NAME SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST IN MAJOR BOOKS THAT DEAL WITH THE FUTURE?

IS IT BECAUSE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS WILL NOT BE THE REMNANT! WILL NOT GIVE THE LOUD CRY!

NO WAY - !!!

THE ORIGINAL OF THE SHAKING CHAPTER (WHICH IS THE SEALING CHAPTER) called the SAINTS that give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!

TO - NOT FROM - THE LAODICEANS!

WHICH CAUSES THE LAODICEANS TO RISE UP IN FURY AND FIERY INDIGNATION! AND CALL IN THEIR CATHOLIC LAWYERS TO PUT THE SAINTS IN THE SLammer—!!! EVEN AS THEY ARE DOING RIGHT NOW—!!! ALL THE WHILE MOUTHING ABOUT RELIGIOUS LIBERTY! IF THERE ARE BIGGER HYPOCRITES AROUND — WE HAVEN'T SEEN THEM! THE TESTIMONIES SAY (AND THE BIBLE SAYS) THEY WILL GET:

WORSE and WORSE! 2 TIM. 3:13.

BELIEVE IT AND TEACH IT—!!! AND GOD BLESS YOU AS YOU DO—!!! OF COURSE—!!!

THEN YE SHALL BE LIGHTS IN THE WORLD!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 20, 1996

MORE DETAILS FOR $2,000.00 REWARD—!!! FOR VANCE FERRELL OR JULIA E. WRIGHT TO LIST SINFUL NATURE! THERE MUST BE NATURALLY NO REPEATING THE SAME REFERENCE OVER AND OVER AGAIN—!!! GIVE THE REFERENCE — ONCE—!!! NATURALLY—!!!
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THIS DAY WE HAVE A CHEQUE MADE OUT TO VANCE FERRELL or JULIA E. WRIGHT for $2,000.00. ALL IT NEEDS IS FOR ME TO SIGN IT! IF VANCE FERRELL OR JULIA E. WRIGHT CAN PRODUCE A LIST OF NON-REPEAT REFERENCES THAT CHRIST TOOK A SINFUL NATURE! AND IF YOU CAN PRODUCE MORE THAN 200, WE WILL WRITE ANOTHER CHEQUE-!!!

THIS SHOULD BE AS SIMPLE AS FALLING OFF A LOG

IF THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF THEM-!!!

WE KNOW THERE WILL BE NO CLAIM FOR THAT CHEQUE-!!!

FOR THERE IS NOT EVEN ONE AUTHENTIC STATEMENT-!!!

IT WAS URIAH SMITH’S BUG-A-BOO!

SR. WHITE NEVER MADE IT! SHE SAID:

"This is ESSENTIAL that the soul may not be ENSHROUDED in DARKNESS!" (SAME!) SM 1:256. (Read that whole page - or better yet - that whole CHAPTER! SM 1:252-256. See FOOT- NOTE! Also GC 608–9.)

IT IS TIME TO ASK:

DO YOU WANT **THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY** or URIAH SMITH-???

AS GOD HAD HIS SATAN -
CHRIST HAD HIS JUDAS -
ELLEN WHITE HAD HER URIAH SMITH -
ADVENTISM AND REFORM PREFER URIAH SMITH-!!!

BECAUSE HE FLATTERS THEM - GIVES THEM HOPES THAT WILL NEVER BE REALIZED!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 21, 1996

"When the PROFESSED PEOPLE OF GOD - are UNITING with the WORLD - living as THEY live, and JOINING with THEM in for- bidden pleasures; when the LUXURY of the WORLD becomes the LUXURY of the CHURCH - when the MARRIAGE BELLS are CHIMING - and all are looking forward to MANY YEARS of worldly prosperity, then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASH- ES from the heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VI- SIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES-!!!" GC 338–9. DA 299,379,383, 577,628–9,635,645. GC 464. T5:478.
LOOKING FORWARD TO MANY YEARS!
MARK FINLEY
2000 AND BEYOND!
ADVENTIST REVIEW - OCTOBER 17, 1996
ADVERTISED AS VISIONS TOWARD HOME!

WE SEE IN THE SAME REVIEW - MARK FINLEY SITTING ON SOME STEPS IN THE HOLY LAND! p.4. WITH A BIBLE IN HIS HAND!

WE SEE IN JAN MARCUSSEN - NOV. 1996 RELEASE - THAT DEAR OLD SDA RETIRED ELDER ELIZAPHAN NTAKIRUTE - MANA SITTING IN WEBB COUNTY JAIL WITH A BIBLE IN HIS HAND - AFTER TAKING PART IN THE MASSACRE OF (HIM AND OTHER TUTUS) GENOCIDE OF AT LEAST 600,000 TUTS! OPPOSITION - HARD TO SAY WHICH BIBLE PUNCHING ELDER WILL HAVE MORE BLOOD ON HIS HANDS IN THE SIGHT OF HEAVEN!

THOSE ASSASSINATED MIGHT STILL BE SAVED-!!!


BOTH OF THEM HOLDING OUT HOPE FOR A PEOPLE AND A CHURCH THAT IS TWICE DEAD - !!!


"FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME!" (See SG 2:275-6.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 23, 1996

IN THIS PAPER WE DARED VANCE FERRELL TO FIND THAT THE LAST PEOPLE OF GOD ARE CALLED SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! IN ANY MAJOR BOOKS-!!!

But that is DEALING in the NEGATIVE! INSTEAD OF THAT - let's DEAL in the POSITIVE! What did she call the SEALED SAINTS - in EVERY MAJOR BOOK - ??? BAR NONE-!!!

PHILADELPHIA THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!
THE BRIDE OF CHRIST - !!! PROVEN BY 50 TEXTS OF SCRIPTURE - !!! WRITTEN IN LETTERS OF GOLD! "THE LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 IN NUMBER...ON THEIR FOREHEADS WAS WRITTEN, GOD (NOT YAHWEH) GOD, NEW JERUSALEM...!!!" EW 15.

HERE WE TOOK A LONG PAUSE...

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 24, 1996

A LONG PAUSE - TO CATCH UP TO ALL THAT IS HAPPENING TODAY - TO PROVE THAT THERE IS NO RECORD THAT REV. 3:14 (LAODICEA!) WILL EVER REPENT - WILL DEFINITELY BE SPEWN OUT! (EXCEPT FOR INDIVIDUALS FEW AND FAR BETWEEN.) You would be SURPRISED how FEW people will PURSUE A THOUGHT... (ESPECIALLY TODAY!)

I KNEW WE COULD DEPEND ON BUD & VIOLET SHUSTER, Rt. 1, Box 542, Homer City, PA 15748-9632. SURE ENOUGH! He found what we needed to BURY URIAH SMITH and his LAST & ONLY CHURCH! (LUKEWARM LAODICEA!) If this is THE LAST THING I WRITE - TO BURY THAT COUNTERFEIT OF GC 464 (296) - THE PHONE RANG - I HAD SLEPT IN TODAY (SUNDAY 8:00 a.m. (11:00 a.m. in Pennsylvania) CLEAR ACROSS THE COUNTRY - THREE HOURS DIFFERENCE. YES! BUD SAID: TM 446-!!! There it is to ADD TO:

"LETTERS OF GOLD!"

"THE LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 IN NUMBER...ON THEIR FOREHEADS WAS WRITTEN, GOD (NOT YAHWEH! NOT DRUG SHOT!) WAS WRITTEN, GOD, NEW JERUSALEM...!!!"

EW 15

"THE INDELIBLE MARK OF GOD IS UPON THEM. GOD CAN PLEDGE THAT HIS OWN NAME IS WRITTEN THERE...THEIR DESTINATION IS INSCRIBED:

"GOD, NEW JERUSALEM!" TM 446.

{See photocopies of TM 446 & 447 - next two pages!}
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the earth moved, and the mountains carried into the midst of the sea (which is literally taking place), the water thereof roaring and troubled, and the mountains shaking with the swelling thereof. He was shown plagues, pestilence, famine, and death performing their terrible mission.

"ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE"

The same angel who visited Sodom is sounding the note of warning, "Escape for thy life." The bottles of God's wrath cannot be poured out to destroy the wicked and their works until all the people of God have been judged, and the cases of the living as well as the dead are decided. And even after the saints are sealed with the seal of the living God, His elect will have trials individually. Personal afflictions will come; but the furnace is closely watched by an eye that will not suffer the gold to be consumed. The indelible mark of God is upon them. God can plead that His own name is written there. The Lord has shut them in. Their destination is inscribed—"GOD, NEW JERUSALEM." They are God's property, His possession.

Will this seal be put upon the impure in mind, the fornicator, the adulterer, the man who covets his neighbor's wife? Let your souls answer this question, Does my character correspond to the qualifications essential that I may receive a passport to the mansions Christ has prepared for those who are fitted for them? Holiness must be inwrought in our character.

God has shown me that at the very time that the signs of the times are being fulfilled around us, when we hear, as it were, the tread of the hosts of heaven fulfilling their mission, men of intelligence, men in responsible positions, will be putting rotten timbers in their character building—material
which is consumable in the day of God, and which will decide them to be unfit to enter the mansions above. They have refused to let go the filthy garments; they have clung to them as if they were of precious value. They will lose heaven and an eternity of bliss on account of them.

BE CONVERTED MEN

I call upon you who minister in sacred things to be converted men before you go forth to act any part in the cause of my Master. Now is your time to seek a preparation and readiness for the fearful test which is before us—that holiness without which no man shall see God. Let none say, My way is hid from the Lord; God taketh no knowledge of my ways. Now it may be it is not too late. Now it may be you can repent. But even if pardon is written against your names, you will sustain terrible loss; for the scars you have made upon your souls will remain.

Oh, how can any who have the light of truth, the great light given them of God, defy the wrath and judgments of God by sinning against Him, and doing the very things God has told them in His word not to do? How can they be so blinded by Satan as to dishonor God to His face, and defile their souls by sinning knowingly? Says the apostle, "We are made a spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and to men." Will these sinners—shall I call them hypocrites—in Zion inquire, In what manner am I a spectacle to the world, to angels, and to men? Answer for yourselves, By my abuse of the light and privileges and mercies God has given me, by unseemly actions which corrupt and defile the soul. Professing to know God, do I put Him out of my thoughts, and substitute an idol? Do I lead other minds to regard sin lightly by my example? Am I a spectacle to the world of moral loose.
WE ALSO HAD A PHONE CALL FROM JOHN HEIBERT’S DAUGHTER - MORE DETAILS LATER! JOHN OSBORNE AND SOME OTHER LEADERS MADE IT PUBLIC - THEY ARE GOING BACK TO THE CHURCH!!! KEEP ON THE LIST! SEND US MORE NAMES! HEALTH REFORMERS - THERE IS NO USE FOR THE OTHER KIND! IF THEY ARE NOT INTERESTED IN WHAT WILL HELP THEM HERE AND NOW - THEY ARE DEAD - FROM THE NECK UP!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 25, 1996

Dear Bro. B.L.Cockram, Meadows of Dan, VA 24120. You have been the LONGEST on the MAILING LIST. No, we do not have TERESA R. VERNON’S ADDRESS. You ask about THE MARK OF THE BEAST! SOMETHING IN THE VAULTS! You wrote to SILVER SPRINGS, MARYLAND - AND THEY DENY IT! We would not expect them to refer you to this:

"So APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH will prepare the way for THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. TM 300,473. (And 20 more!) Then you ask if there is something IN THE VAULTS - (YOU HEARD FROM TWO SOURCES THAT THERE WAS!) ABOUT A DEMOCRAT or REPUBLICAN PRESIDENT BEING IN POWER WHEN MARTIAL LAW and THE MARK OF THE BEAST is enacted.

THAT, of course, would not be DIRECTLY SETTING OF TIME! Not if it is EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER! And another REASON for HABITUAL DRUNKARD URIAH SMITH CHANGING THE WRITINGS! I am now REREADING what we wrote in the PAST - and I notice we took that up on Nov. 6th & Nov. 30th - 1992. NOT SOME HIDDEN MSS but right in the OPEN:

Publication No. 688 - Nov. 6, 1992. (Yellow cover.) p.23. (Shark on the cover.)

IT WOULD BEST IF YOU READ IT FROM THESE PUBLICATIONS!

BASED ON T5:449 to 452. (THEN THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE?)
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EZEKIEL 9 LISTS EASTER AS THE WORST ABOMINATION!

EZEKIEL 9 IS THE SLAUGHTERING CHAPTER! "SLAY UTTERLY!" YOU HAVE TO GO UP THE HILL WITH THEM WITH BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM ON THE POPE'S SUNDAY-???. YOU CANNOT HAND OUT TRACTS THAT DAY - AGAINST EASTER-???. AGAINST HELL TORMENT IDEAS-???. THUS DOING THE WORD OF GOD! ROMANS 1:18,21-25. 2 PETER 2:12.

The unborn child - and where it ranks

YOU MEAN YOU DON'T HAVE A HUMANE SOCIETY THAT PROTECTS YOU?!

Key to Abbreviations

AA Acts of the Apostles, The
BC Ellen G. White Comments in SDA Bible Commentary, The
BTS Bible Training School
COL Christ's Object Lessons
CW Counsels to Writers and Editors
DA Desire of Ages, The
Ev Evangelism
EW Early Writings
FE Fundamentals of Christian Education
FW Faith and Works
GC Great Controversy, The
GCB General Conference Bulletin
GW Gospel Workers
IHP In Heavenly Places
KH That I May Know Him
MB Thoughts From the Mount of Blessing
MH Ministry of Healing, The
MLT My Life Today
MS Ellen G. White Manuscript
MYP Message to Young People
OHC Our High Calling
PK Prophets and Kings
PP Patriarchs and Prophets
RH Review and Herald
SC Steps to Christ
SD Sons and Daughters of God
SM Selected Messages
SR Story of Redemption, The
ST Signs of the Times
T Testimonies for the Church
Te Temperance
TM Testimonies to Ministers and Gospel Workers
YI Youth's Instructor, The

This is a "Go ye OUI to meet Him!" production.
20,000 PROPHETIC CHARTS

Naturally they will do **NO GOOD** unless we get them "OUT!" We put them in **ENVELOPES** ready to **MAIL**. If you want **YOUR ADDRESS LABEL ON THERE** - so your friends will know who sent it - that

**IS-JUST-FINE!**

- - -

**SAMPLE COPY** - to U.S.A. and CANADA - $7.50 U.S. FUNDS 
(POSTPAID.)
All other **COUNTRIES** - $10.00 U.S. FUNDS 
(POSTPAID.)

**5 COPIES** - to U.S.A. and CANADA - $25.00 U.S. FUNDS 
(POSTPAID.)
All other **COUNTRIES** - #35.00 U.S. FUNDS 
(POSTPAID.)

- - -

**CHURCH LEADERS WHO STUDIED IT FOR HOURS** - say some minor changes could be made but **NOT IMPORTANT**. It is the **MOST IMPORTANT CHART IN THIS WORLD**. From the **BEGINNING** to the **END OF TIME**. It will break if folded too often. Put it up on the **WALL** and **LEAVE-IT-THERE**. **BEDROOM** or **KITCHEN** so you can **STUDY IT**. **NOT ACCORDING TO TRADITION!** It is only the **TRUTH! ENJOY IT!**

- - -

**THIS CHART GOES ALONG WITH:**

**THE DEVIL'S TRAIN** - going with the speed of "LIGHTNING!" EW 88,263.

**MATTHEW 24** - **FALSE PROPHETS** - shall deceive "**MANY!"**

**MATTHEW 25** - **TEN VIRGIN PARABLE** - "**GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"**

**REVELATION 18** - **THE SAME MESSAGE!** OR ELSE go for a **SWIM** in "**THE LAKE OF FIRE!""
TRAIN OF EVENTS - IN THEIR ORDER

IN THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE -

(2) They hear "The voice of the BRIDE." COL 406.
(3) "THE CHURCH" - hears that there is another "CHURCH!"
(4) For "THE BRIDE" is also a "CHURCH!" MH 356. EV. 318. SM 1:305.
(5) "THE CHURCH" - awakes to realize there is another "CHURCH!"
(6) This is "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" - to the "LAODICEANS!"
(7) "THE LAODICEANS" - are "THE FOOLISH VIRGINS!" TM 130. T5:21.
(9) Any "WISE" among them - "JOIN!" - this other "CHURCH!" COL 406.
(10) For "a companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED!" Prov. 13:20.
(11) This "DESTRUCTION!" began on the AUTOBAHN - Sept. 23, 1978.
(12) The "WISE" - join the mysterious "PROCESSION!" COL 406.
(13) Also called "A MOVEMENT shall COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.
(14) "...in a MESSAGE which is yet FUTURE." 1888 GC 383.
(15) "To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given...while all the WORLD is plunged in DARKNESS...the SAINTS...will catch the first LIGHT!"

COL 420.

(16) THE ADVENTIST CHURCH - "JOIN...the OPPOSITION!" GC 608.
(17) They become our "MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608.
(18) These "APOSTATES" (GC 608) - keep SUNDAY next EASTER. GC 443.
(19) Thus they "Prepare the way for the IMAGE." GC 444.
(20) By being "IN COMMON!" with Bro. Billy and Bro. Robert.
(22) This led to the MAXWELL BEDTIME BOOK. 1970. GC 445.624.
(23) 1971 - Secret directive - call all REFORMERS BACK!
(24) 1972 - RDB and FTW fell in line with HEPKENSTALL." "...LOVE!"
(25) 1973 - At last! They managed the three-fold "UNION!" Rev. 18:13-18.
(26) 1974 - Turned this Church over to LAWYERS! T8:69. T1:212-3.
(27) 1975 - Biggest drive in history! Plans to UNITE! Try again!
(28) 1976 - RDB - PAXTON list 25,000 Ministers of other Churches!
(29) 1977 - Increase that by TEN! 250,000 List of other Churches!
(31) 1978 - RAOUl DEDEREN "GRACE" article. SAME as RDB-PAXTON!
(32) 1979 - Devil's ECUMENICAL ONE-WORLDER TRAIN - ready to take off! God's people will BUILD-FORM-DEVELOP-CULTIVATE -

A CHARACTER - by EFFORTS-WILL-WORKS-STRIVING-CLIMBING- STEPS-HARD-WAY-DAILY-OVERCOMING-PATH - "and FEW there be that find it!"

THE TRAIN - "It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board."

With the COUNTERFEIT "AWAKENING" (WAGGONER) Doctrines listed and catalogued in GC 464-473.

SM 1:204-5. God's people "GO YE OUT!" SM 2:390. COL 406.